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New Hirst Arts Modls, Cavern Floors
Posted by Ghenghis Ska - 2006/10/26 13:26

_____________________________________

I have known that Bruce from Hirst Arts has been talking about making some "Cavern" molds for some
time, on their message boards, and in some of the news stuff it was said he was working on them. Well
the walls are still under way but he did put up the floors recently.
Darn these are nice, they look like they aould go well with the DF cavernous sets.
I know i am always running out of floors for a few of my setups and there are some nice pieces in there
that would really help speed up any more Lave rivers or what not, so once i get back from my trip i may
have to order some of these.
http://www.hirstarts.com/molds/281.jpg
http://www.hirstarts.com/molds/282.jpg

281 gives nice large areas (a chance to do a BIG floor) like 8x8 so you can slap it down fast like the 6x6
for DoE, SciFi, and Fan. i like some of the 282 for making edge bits etc. and unlimited piles of coins... ;)
http://www.hirstarts.com/molds/pp281.jpg
http://www.hirstarts.com/molds/pp282.jpg
============================================================================

New Hirst Arts Modls, Cavern Floors
Posted by Harneloot - 2006/10/26 17:32

_____________________________________

Yeah, but you got to MAKE them....
Am i really that lazy?
============================================================================

New Hirst Arts Modls, Cavern Floors
Posted by Ghenghis Ska - 2006/10/26 20:36

_____________________________________

True you have to make them, and it is my biggest complaint about HA, but then i dont Mind making stuff
sure it takes time, i would rather buy stuff from DF, but there are some things that they (DF) just does't
make, and it can be fun to challange yourself and try making some of this stuff.
And if you want it you just may end up needing to make it.
HA can be a decent way to expand your DF with things that DF don't make.
DF doesn't make Lava, i wanted some lava, the HA goes well with DF so i used some to make some
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decent lava tiles..
http://www.dwarvenforge.com/dwarvenforums/viewtopic.php?id=1352
============================================================================

New Hirst Arts Modls, Cavern Floors
Posted by Thod - 2006/10/27 13:46

_____________________________________

Ghenghis Ska
I'm also quite exited about the new molds. Walls will follow - unfortunately this will take at least another 3
month according to Bruce. Would have loved to make some ice cavern (see the cool photo section).
In regard to HA - I agree - I don't always have the time. But it is nice to be able to build something you
just can't get (yet) from DF. Actually this was a reason I was quite disappointed about the MBS set. I had
worked in my mind on some wooden floor and some windows for a tavern - and then the MBS came out
and I no longer felt I would ever do that as it is easier to buy from DF.
Thod
============================================================================
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